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No.: AIBSNLEA/RAJ/2012-14/4 Dated at Jaipur:- 27-03-2012 

To, 

Shri A.K.Jain 
Chief General Manager 
Rajasthan Telecom Circle,  
JAIPUR–302010 

Sub: Resolutions passed during 4th Circle Conference ALWAR. 

Respected Sir, 

Following are the major Resolutions passed in 4th Circle Conference at ALWAR to be settled at Circle 
Office level are as under and needs your kind intervention in solving there of: 

S.No. Resolutions 

01. Even after various measures, the ACR/APAR of the officers remains unfilled due to one or other 
Reason. Therefore it is suggested to include the Self Appraisal in the HR Package itself. 

02. Transfer policy at the circle level should be reviewed. The transfers should be on longest stay basis 
and not on the point to point basis. 

03. TTA to JTO,JAO to AO and AO to CAO officiating promotion should be done immediately. 

04. Stopping of undue expenditure on the AMC. Equipment installation should be got done by BSNL staff 
only. 

05. For effective implementation of HR/ERP module, each and every officer must be given Service 
Broadband facility at his residence as well as in their offices. 

06. The subscription of the Association should be deducted from the salary. 

07. In Jodhpur SSA, the electrical wing officers are given temporary advance to the tune of 15-20 lakhs 
for payment of electrical bill in their salary account. This should be stopped immediately. 

08. Due to difficult Geographical & serving conditions, Chittorgarh and Nagaur SSA may also be declared 
as Hard tenure stations. Matter may please be processed accordingly. 

09. The lease line tariff being displayed on the website must be rational. A discount up to 90% is 
being offered which seams to be ambiguous. Other operators are making negative advertisement and 
are taking undue advantage of the situation. 

10. Executives working or completed tenure at hard tenure stations in Rajasthan should be exempted 
from out of Circle transfer. Name of such executives should not be included in the list of long stay 
officers by Circle Administration while sending it to BSNL Head Quarters. 

11. Executives of Civil Stream should be posted for Civil Work only. 

12. 1st Time bound up gradation of JAO working at Sikar and Tonk should be done immediately which was 
due since 1st Oct., 2007. 

13. Request Transfer List should be displayed on Circle Office web site in respect of all streams. 

With kind regards, 

 

(M.K.Morodia) 

 Circle Secretary 
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